PEREGRINE

H EAT H C O T E

The Figurative Perspective on the Discipline
of an Utterly British Artist
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Julian Fellowes, creator of Downton Abbey, on Peregrine Heathcote (Peregrine painted
Julian’s portrait):
Figurative Art has had a bumpy ride in recent times. Just as Corbusier
decided any architecture not demonstrating its “function” was petit bourgeois, and thereby condemned us to three quarters of a century of publicly
funded ugliness, so the Powers of the Artistic Establishment decided after
the war to disinherit skill and promote whim as the most suitable school for
today. But, over the years, some of us have grown tired of piles of bricks and
old tents and videos of mouldering carrots. We are exhausted by the need to
pretend these unlovely efforts have merit.
Every century, to a degree, has promoted the excellence of the King’s New
Clothes but our own era has exceeded most in its enthusiasm to celebrate
the temporary and the hollow. It is therefore a relief, as well as a pleasure,
to discover that the real skills and older traditions, in other words the very
craft of painting, has not died. The techniques and disciplines of former
centuries do survive. Like early Christians, they are embattled and they
must shift for support in a dogmatic and hostile art world, but they are there.
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British Telecom, Peregrine Heathcote Self-Portrait, Oil on canvas

Peregrine Heathcote first developed his ability at the Heatherly School in
Chelsea but when he wanted to take things further, he was faced with a
dilemma. Visiting one prominent art school on a particularly cold day, he
suggested that they might all benefit if the old radiator in the corner was
turned on. The shocked administrator told him in no uncertain terms that
the old radiator in question was in fact a sculpture of some distinction. At
that moment, Peregrine knew he would have to look beyond the English art
world with its rigid and lacklustre didacticism if he wanted to refine his own
gift, and so it proved.
Fiercely encouraged by his bewitching and indomitable mother, Lesley, he
decided on the Fine Art Academy in Florence. Three years of study in that
most beautiful of cities showed and explained the techniques of the Masters
and allowed him to develop them in his own way and to suit his own vision.
He returned to London and his career began. He paints in the school one
might describe as romantic realism, following the traditions of portraiture
established by Holbein or Geerhardts, which trace their line through the
work of Ingres or, later, the Pre-Raphaelites and Angeli, to our own day.
These are large footprints, of course, but I believe Peregrine is well on the
way to filling them.

I Miss the Sea It Reminds Me of When I was Young Girl, 2016, Oil on canvas, 48 x 72 inches
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. . . a figurative perspective:
As you enter Peregrine’s main studio now high in the Oxfordshire hills, what strikes you is
the tidiness, the organization. This is an artist with discipline who is in his studio at 8 a.m.
and often does not finish work until after 9 p.m. There is no room for “off days;’’ his drive
and inspiration are pretty constant, his mind teeming with ideas and often with several canvases on the go.
These are mostly very large, with extraordinary figurative detail. They include landscapes
that are worthy of whimsical escapism—peppered with vintage cars, planes and trains—
add an utterly human narrative and you have a mini-story, almost film-like on the canvas.
Only with a fierce discipline and a complete classical training could someone produce this
body of extraordinary technical work.
Peregrine is a professional artist with an eye for elegance, attracted by beauty and a human
story. He is a thoroughly modern artist with a vision and a discipline from another time.
For those lucky enough to own a portrait or narrative piece by Peregrine they truly own
something which took skilled craftsmanship mixed thoroughly with an exciting, thoroughly timeless narrative.

Roam Free, 2016, Oil on canvas, 52 x 66 inches
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20th Century LTD, 2016, Oil on canvas, 63 x 94 inches

Glory Days (detail), 2016, Oil on canvas, 63 x 94 inches
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Latest News, 2015, Oil on canvas, 40 x 60 inches

Website: http://www.peregrineheathcote.com/
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PE R E G R I N E H EAT H C O T E
SELECTED EXHIBITIONS
02/2017 Palm Beach Art and Antique Show, 03/2012 Bonner David Galleries, Scottsdale,
Cavalier Galleries
Arizona, USA
12/2016 Palm Beach Jewelry and Design Fair, 02/2012 Newbury Fine Arts, Boston, MassaCavalier Galleries
chusetts, USA
09/2016 Group Show, Cavalier Galleries

01/2012 Bonner David Galleries Solo Show,
Scottsdale, Arizona, USA

08/2016 ART ASPEN, Bonner David Galleries
02/2011 Newbury Fine Arts, Boston, Massa06/2016 New Arrivals mixed show, Cavalier chusetts, USA
Galleries
12/2010 Bonner David Galleries Solo Show,
01/2016 ART Miami, Cavalier Galleries
Scottsdale, Arizona, USA
12/2015 Bonner Daivid Galleries, Scottsdale, 09/2010 Bonner David Galleries, Scottsdale,
Arizona, USA
Arizona, USA
07/2015 Solo show, Newbury Fine Art

02/2010 Newbury Fine Arts, Boston, Massachusetts, USA

10/2014 Thompsons Gallery, Art Toronto, Canada
10/2009 Bonner David Galleries, Scottsdale,
Arizona, USA
07/2014 “Hang 10” group show, Bonner David
Galleries, Scottsdale, Arizona, USA
07/2009 Albemarle Gallery, London, Solo Exhibition
03/2013 Bonner David Galleries, Scottsdale,
Arizona, USA
01/2009 Campton Gallery, Solo Exhibition,
New York, USA
01/2013 Bonner David Galleries Solo Show,
Scottsdale, Arizona, USA
2008 Caldwell -Snyder Solo Exhibition, San
Francisco, USA
11/2012 Bonner David Galleries, Scottsdale,
Arizona, USA
2008 Sammer Gallery, Solo Exhibition, Marbella
2007 Albemarle Gallery, Solo Exhibition
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